
The Untold Story of The Guy With Time During
The American Revolution

The American Revolution is undoubtedly one of the most significant events in
American history. It marked the birth of a nation, where brave men and women
fought for freedom and independence. While we know the names of prominent
figures like George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, and Benjamin Franklin, there
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is a lesser-known character who played an essential role in supporting the cause
of the revolution. This article unveils the untold story of "The Guy With Time," an
unsung hero who went unnoticed but had a tremendous impact on the outcome
of the American Revolution.
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The Early Years of The Guy With Time

The Guy With Time, whose real name was Samuel Davidson, was an
unassuming individual living in the small town of New Haven before the revolution
broke out. He was known for his exceptional timekeeping skills and his ability to
fix mechanical devices. Samuel had a deep desire for justice and despised the
British rule. Little did he know that his skills and passion would play a crucial role
in supporting the revolutionaries in their fight for freedom.

The Encounter with General Washington

One fateful day, Samuel's life changed forever. He was called upon to fix a
broken pocket watch belonging to a man who claimed to be an influential figure
secretly working towards the revolution. Unbeknownst to Samuel, the man he met
that day was no other than General George Washington himself. Impressed by
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Samuel's skills and loyalty, Washington decided to recruit him as a secret
operative under the codename "The Guy With Time."
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yes we have finally wrote The American Revolution Book. I think we did a pretty
good job on it, in this Book Robert finds out about The Time Machine and go's
with Max to The American Revolution where they meet George Washington,
Baron Von Stuben, marquis de lafayette, and more. they also go to three different
times in the american revolution. the Boston tea party, the battle of trenton, and
the battle of yorktown. this is a time travel Book i'm sure you don't want to miss.
and right here I will put down the following Books I plan to write for the ear 2019.
the guy with time series, in my opinion has been improving in every Book. as of
right now where we have four more books in writing, and three others planned, so
here they are from Book 6 to 14 : ANCIENT ROME #6, ANCIENT EGYPT #7,
ANCIENT GREECE #8, THE MEDEVIL KNIGHTS #9, THE 19TH CENTURY
INVENTERS #10, PILGRIMS #11, THE CIVIL WAR #12, WORLD WAR 2 PART
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ONE #13, WORLD WAR 2 PART TWO #14, so there you have it nine more
Books to look forward to. so enjoy another Book of The Guy With Time.
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